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ARTICLE 1 - DEFINITIONS 
In the terms and conditions of employment which are specified in this Contract between the Island 
Trees U.F.S.D. and the United Teachers of Island Trees, it is agreed that any language which is 
gender specific shall equally apply to either gender and that use of such language is not an 
indication of preference for either gender on the part of either party. 
It is further agreed that whenever the word "day" is used without modification that it shall mean 
any day during the 12-month calendar year except for Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, and recess 
periods when the district offices are closed as designated on the district calendar for 12-month, civil 
service employees. 
When the term "school day" is used, it is agreed that it refers to any day that the entire teaching 
staff is required to be in attendance during the regular school year (inclusive of secondary testing 
schedules when principals may allow teachers to work off-campus for the purpose of grading 
papers). 
It is also agreed that the terms "contract salary" and "base salary" shall be synonymous and shall 
refer to the annual amount which an individual teacher receives for his teaching and non-teaching 
assignments during the regular work day including longevity pay as defined herein. Additional 
payments which are excluded from this amount are, for example, monies paid for extra-curricular 
assignments (such as coaching advising, directing, etc.); monies paid as stipends to persons for 
leadership and the like; monies paid for an extended work year, work day, or work week (for 
example, summer school teaching, summer counseling, additional curriculum work. home tutoring, 
driver education instruction, Saturday recreation instruction, adult education instruction, payment 
to counselors and psychologists for an extended work year, and the like). 
It is agreed that the term "short term" employee is defined as a person who has been in the 
employment of the District for a period of time less than all the work days in a two month period. 
A professional employee who works beyond this short-term period in a single assignment must be 
placed on the contract salary schedule. 
ARTICLE 2 - RECOGNITION 
The Board recognizes the U.T.I.T. as the exclusive bargaining agent with respect to salaries. wages, 
hours and other terms of employment for all members of the professional staff. excluding the 
Superintendent of Schools, Deputy or Assistant Superintendents, Administrative Assistants, 
Principals, Assistant Principals, Directors, and Managers. 
The Board will not enter into any written agreement with any group of teachers who request 
representation by any organization other than the United Teachers of Island Trees. 
ARTICLE 3 - NEGOTIATION COMMITTEE 
The Negotiating Committee of the U.T.I.T. shall be composed of no less than three, nor more than 
five members of U.T.I.T. The President of U.T.I.T. is an ex officio member of the committee and 
will not be included in the number of permissible committee members. 
Both parties may avail themselves of the use of consultants or advisors at the negotiation sessions 
at their own cost and expense. 
If any negotiation sessions between the Board and the U.T.I.T. are held during the school day, the 
members of the U.T.I.T. negotiating committee attending such sessions will receive their regular 
compensation for such time. 
ARTICLE 4 - NEGOTIATING PROCEDURE 
Negotiations shall begin no later than one hundred and thirty-five days prior to budget submission 
except by mutual consent of the parties. 
While no final agreement shall be executed without ratification by the U.T.I.T. and the Board, the 
parties mutually pledge that their representative will be clothed with all necessary power and 
authority to make proposals, deliberate upon them, offer counterproposals, and reach mutually 
acceptable compromises in the course of negotiations. All final agreements shall be in writing. 
Such agreements shall be adopted as a formal resolution by the Board. 
During official negotiations, the Board, the Superintendent, and the U.T.I.T. negotiating committee 
shall exchange all available information relevant to the matters under negotiation in order to assist 
in developing constructive proposals and programs. This shall include, but shall not be restricted 
to, the total dollar amount of teacher salaries, total dollar amount of teacher fringe benefits, annual 
financial report of the district, and the number of teachers on each salary step. 
ARTICLE 5 - DUES DEDUCTION 
The Board agrees to deduct from the pay of its employees for the United Teachers of Island Trees, 
the dues as set forth by the U.T.I.T. and to transfer said dues to the U.T.I.T. within five days after 
each payroll deduction date. The payroll dates for said deduction shall be determined by mutual 
agreement between the Superintendent and the Executive Committee of the U.T.I.T. Teacher 
authorizations will be in'writing. 
The District agrees that, beginning with the first payroll in October of each school year or the 2nd 
pay period after employment, it will deduct each pay day from each non-member of the U.T.I.T. a 
service charge toward the administration of this agreement and the representation of such non- 
members provided that each non-member will have available to him or her membership in the 
U.T.I.T. or the same terms and conditions which are available to every other member of the union. 
The U.T.I.T. will notify the District of the amount of such service charge which in no case shall be 
greater than the dues paid by members. 
The Board of Education shall be held safe and harmless in connection with disputes over teacher 
authorization of payroll deductions. 
ARTICLE 6 - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
An employee who believes that he has been unjustly dealt with or that any provision of this 
Agreement has not been properly applied or interpreted or claims that a violation, misinterpretation 
or inequitable application of the existing rules, Board policies or by-laws has occurred, may present 
his written grievance in person, or through his representative within ten school days to his Building 
Principal, who shall evaluate the grievance and render his written decision within ten school days. 
If the grievance is not settled, it may be submitted, in writing, to the Superintendent of Schools 
within ten school days, who shall render a decision within ten school days. 
If the grievance remains unsettled it shall be submitted by the U.T.I.T. to arbitration. An arbitrator 
shall be selected in accordance with the Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the American 
Arbitration Association and the 'Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules shall apply to all arbitration 
procedures except as provided below. The arbitrator shall have jurisdiction only over disputes as 
submitted by the parties and in no event shall have the authority to add to, subtract from, or amend 
the provisions of this agreement. A final decision and/or award of the arbitrator shall be made 
within thirty days after the closing of the hearing. Such decision andor award shall be advisory 
upon the parties. This decision andor award shall be reviewed by the Board of Education at its 
next scheduled meeting following receipt thereof. Within I0 days of such meeting, the Board shall 
notify the U.T.I.T. of its position on the decision and/or award, in whole or in part, it shall be 
obligated to assemble in joint session (in 20 days) with the U.T.I.T. executive board to review its 
reasons and to hear rebuttal. It is understood that any decision of the Board is subject to review by 
the Commissioner of Education or to determination by the Courts. 
ARTICLE 7 - TEACHER ADMINISTRATION LIAISON 
Building Representative. The U.T.I.T. shall select one or more representatives from among its 
members. One school building representative shall meet with hislher respective building principal 
approximately once every five calendar weeks, at their mutual convenience, during the school year 
to discuss local school problems and practices. 
The designated building representative shall have the right to schedule U.T.I.T. meetings before 
or after school or during'the lunch period in his or her building as long as it does not interfere with 
school routine. Prior notice shall be given to the building principal. 
The building representative shall be provided with not less than ten minutes time after all building 
faculty meetings to report on matters involving the representation of teachers by the U.T.I.T. 
The building representative shall be allowed free time during school hours each week to perform 
hislher duties under this Agreement. This free time shall be arranged in consultation with the 
building principal. 
ARTICLE 8 - PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
It is agreed that members of the professional staff will engage in activities that will enhance their 
knowledge and skills in teaching, in general, and in their field of expertise, in particular. Much of 
this will be voluntary and may result in advancement on the salary schedule (see Article 9). In 
addition to voluntary activities, teachers will be required to participate in the following activities 
that occur outside the normal teacher day without compensation beyond their scheduled salary. 
A. The members of the professional staff will participate in up to 12 hours of professional 
development activities during each year of this agreement. 
B. Members of the professional staff commencing employment after July 1,2004, will be required 
to build and maintain a portfolio as outlined in the Professional Development Plan. 
ARTICLE 9 - SALARY SCHEDULE PLACEMENT AND ADVANCEMENT 
It is agreed that nothing contained in the following will reduce the step and column placement of a 
teacher employed as of June 30, 1992. Neither will anything contained in the following increase 
the column placement of a teacher employed as of June 30, 1992, unless the teacher qualifies for 
movement to a higher column through the completion of credits and degrees as specified. 
A. Initial Placement. The District has the right to grant as much or as little prior service credit as it 
wishes in order to establish the employee's initial step provided, however, that year for year 
credit for U.S. military service will be granted to a maximum of two years. Column placement 
shall be according to the degree and credits earned by the individual but not less than the BA 
column. The individual's degree and credits beyond will be established prior to appointment by 
the Board subject to verification by college transcripts. This placement (e.g., BA+9) will not be 
increased subsequent to appointment by the Board. 
B. Step Movement. On September 1 of each year, every employee's step will be established for 
the ensuing school year: If the employee has provided one-half (S) year or more of service 
during the previous school year his or her step will be increased by one from the previous step 
placement. 
C. Column Movement. In order for a teacher to move to a higher column on the salary schedule, 
he or she must earn the appropriate college credits, in-service credits, or degree. No credits (in- 
service or collegiate) or degrees will be accepted for column advancement unless they have 
been approved prior to enrollment of the class or degree program, by the Superintendent or his 
designee. 
Upon completion of a course or degree; i t  is the teacher's obligation to secure documentation of 
this for the District. (In-service credits earned in Island Trees and through BOCES will be 
posted to the teacher's record upon receipt of attendance verification.) At such time as the 
teacher believes he is entitled to column advancement, it is his obligation to notify the District 
in writing of this entitlement and its basis. On October 1 and March 1 each year, the District 
will adjust column placement and salary for all teachers who have so filed and for whom 
documentation has been received. 
Such increases in salary will be retroactive to the first of the previous month. 
D. Definitions 
1. When the phrase credit is used herein, reference is to credits awarded 'for a semester of study 
in an institution recognized by NYS. When college degrees are specified (BA, MAIMS, 
Doctorate), reference is to degrees granted in programs in institutions recognized by NYS. 
Reference to a doctorate shall mean earned Ed.D, Ph.D. or Doctor of  the Arts in the employee's 
teaching field. 
2. Except when on leave of absence, the maximum number of college credits which can be 
earned is 12 during each school year and 12 during the summer. Teachers who face unusual 
circumstances may request special consideration. 
3. No more than 30 in-service credits may be used for column advancement. In-service credits 
earned can be used as additions at any degree level. For example, a teacher who has 15 
approved in-service credits for advancement to the MA + 15 column. 
In the event Island Trees offers an in-service course or courses (participation in which is at the 
discretion of the district) for which credit will be awarded upon successful completion, such 
credit will be awarded regardless of the number of in-service credits whicb a teacher may have 
accumulated. This does not apply to in-service courses offered by other institutions such as 
BOCES or NYSUT. 
4. Approval will not normally be given for course work outside (a) a teacher's tenure area or 
(b) courses in professional education. For example, courses in religion and courses leading to a 
degree in another profession will not be approved. 
5. Collegiate course work submitted for salary schedule advancement beyond the MAIMS must 
be at the graduate level. 
6. Teachers who are denied approval for courses they wish to take for column advancement 
may request a review with the-superintendent and to be represented at such review by the 
U.T.I.T. 
7. When a salary column specifies a number in addition to a degree, it is understood that the 
credits specified (except for in-service credits as specified in paragraph 3 above) must be earned 
subsequent to the awarding of the degree. It is also understood that the heading "B.A." or 
"M.A." also refers to "B.S." or "M.S." degrees, and that the term "DOC" refers to a Ph.D. or 
Ed.D. but not to a degree which is less than the terminal degree in a field (such as a Doctor of 
Law). 
ARTICLE 10 - ACCOUNTABILITY 
The U.T.I.T. and the Board agree to join in an effort to develop objective criteria of professional 
accountability. An attempt will be made to set up a practical system to determine, by analytical 
methods, the contribution of each member of the professional staff by pupil performance. 
ARTICLE 11 - ASSIGNMENT, TRANSFER AND PROMOTION 
A. Assignment of New Teachers. The Building Principal shall assign all newly hired personnel to 
their specific positions which shall be in the type of service for which the teacher has been 
hired, subject to the regulations of the Commissioner of Education. 
B. Notice of Status Change. The following indicates the final day upon which action can be taken 
by the appropriate party: 
January 3 1 Retirement notice to District for June 30 terminal pay qualification. 
April 15 Resignation notice to District for teachers on leave to qualify for 
terminal pay. 
May 15 Notice to teachers of non-retention for September 1 due to 
excession, termination, or non-granting of tenure. 
June 15 Notice to teachers of building assignment for the following year. 
July 15 Notice to teachers of probable teaching assignments for the following year. 
August 1 Resignation notice to District to qualify for termination pay (except 
for verifiable sudden serious illness or injury). 
C. Notice of an A ~ ~ l i c a t i o n  for Promotional Vacancies. For purposes of this Article a 
"promotional position" is defined as any position paying a salary differential and/or any 
position on the administrative and/or supervisory level, including but not limited to positions as 
supervisor, director, principal, assistant principal, department head, lead teacher or counselor. 
Whenever any vacancy in a promotional position occurs during the school year, it will be 
adequately published by the Administration by means of a notice placed on bulletin boards at 
least ten school days in advance of the appointment. If a vacancy occurs during the summer all 
personnel certified for the position shall be notified by mail at least 25 days in advance of the 
appointment. Qualifications for the position and its general duties will be set forth. 
D. Voluntarv Request for Transfer. Teachers desiring a change of grade or subject assignment or 
who desire to transfer to another building may file a written request with the Building Principal 
with regard to intra-school assignment and with the Deputy Superintendent of Schools with 
regard to transfer to another building no later than March I .  Copies of the building transfer 
request should also be filed with the principals involved. Such request shall include grades, 
subjects and school desired and may or may not be related to specific vacancies. 
In the determination of request for voluntary reassignment and/or transfer, the wishes of the 
individual teacher will be honored wherever possible. 
In the event of multiple requests for the same position. weight shall be given to seniority, level 
of training, and length of experience in the field required by the new assignment. 
E. Involuntarv Teacher Transfer. Whereas the U.T.I.T. realizes that transfer or reassignment of 
teachers to grade and/or subject areas within or between buildings may be necessary to promote 
educational programs and provide the best instruction for the students, notice of such transfers 
and/or re-assignments should be made known to the teachers involved as soon as possible and, 
under normal circumstances, no later than June 15. When the need for transfer and/or 
reassignment occurs, volunteers from among those meeting the qualifications for the position 
will be considered and in all cases serious consideration will be given to the requests of all 
teachers involved. 
In addition, due consideration will be given to the educational needs of the District and the 
avoidance of weasonable dislocation and disruption of the teacher. In some cases this will 
include consideration of multi-building assignments on a rotating basis. 
When the need for a transfer between grades and/or between buildings is identified, the teachers 
affected will be given written notice of the proposed transfer and the reasons for it. If the 
change is within a building, this notice will be provided by the principal. In other cases the 
notice will be provided by the Superintendent or designee. 
Upon receipt of such notice, the teacher is to respond, in writing to her current building 
principal, within five days as to whether (1) the assignment will be accepted without further 
discussion or (2) review of the matter with the Superintendent is desired. (In the absence of a 
response by the deadline, it will be assumed that further review is not desired.) If a review is 
requested, the Superintendent (or designee) will schedule a meeting with the teacher and the 
U.T.I.T. President (or designee) to take place within 20 days of the date on which notice of the 
proposed transfer.was given to the teacher. 
The rights of teachers who are transferred cannot be diminished in any way except as provided 
by NYS Education Law and the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education. 
F. Notices of Hiring and Transfer. Within 5 work days the U.T.I.T. will be provided information 
showing the names of all teachers who have been hired, reassigned, or transferred. Such 
information will include the names and addresses of every new teacher hired in the school. 
G. Salary for Promotion Positions. Teachers who have been promoted to positions within the 
bargaining unit shalr'receive the salary normally paid by the District for such positions. The 
provisions hereof shall apply to new positions created within the bargaining unit as well as to 
vacancies occurring in existing positions. 
ARTICLE 12 - FACILITIES 
A. School Building Facilities 
1. The District will maintain a communication system which allows teachers to communicate 
with the main office from their classrooms. 
2. The District will insure that teacher rest rooms are adequately lighted, heated, ventilated, 
supplied, and cleaned. 
3. Teachers shall not be required to work under unsafe, unhealthy or hazardous conditions nor 
shall they be required to perform tasks which endanger their health, safety, or well-being 
including, but not limited to, teaching in rooms which are inadequately heated or ventilated. 
4. The District will maintain clean and comfortably furnished teacher lounges in each school 
building. It is agreed that the air conditioners currently installed in faculty rooms will be 
maintained in good operating condition. 
5. The District will maintain, whenever possible, a separate teacher work area in each school 
which shall contain equipment necessary to the teaching task such as typewriters, duplicating 
equipment, and telephone. It is agreed that such equipment will be maintained in a serviceable 
condition and will be replaced when conditions warrant. 
B. Classroom Facilities 
1. Whenever possible, each classroom will be adequately heated and lighted and will be 
furnished with a serviceable desk and chair for each pupil and each teacher and adequate closet 
or cabinet space where teachers may store instructional equipment. 
2. The Board will do everything possible to provide adequate facilities for special classes 
including but not limited to art, music, physical education, home economics. industrial arts, 
speech therapy, and laboratory sciences. 
3. Whenever possible, the number of students shall not exceed the number of stations in any 
classroom, laboratory, or facility. 
C. Facilities and Department Chaimersons. If facilities are available. each department chairperson 
shall have office space adequately heated, lighted, ventilated, suitably h i s h e d  with adequate 
storage and cabinet space for materials and files. 
D. Facilities for Psycholopists. Each psychologist shall have adequate office space, adequately 
heated, lighted, air conditioned, suitably furnished with adequate storage and cabinet space. 
Each office will be equipped with an outside extension telephone. 
ARTICLE 13 - PROTECTION AND STUDENT DISCIPLINE 
A. Parent-Student Complaints. The U.T.I.T., along with the Board, recognizes the need to rectify 
bonafide complaints that may arise from parents and students. Such complaints should first be 
brought by the parent to the attention of the teacher immediately responsible. In the relatively 
few cases where satisfaction is not forthcoming, the matter should be brought to the attention of 
the Building Principal. If further action is deemed necessary, the matter may be brought to the 
attention of the appropriate administrator. The Superintendent of Schools would then be 
available for consultation. If it is still felt that further action is necessary, the matter may be 
presented in writing through the Superintendent of Schools to the Board. 
B. Disci~line. Teachers have the right to physically defend themselves against assaults to a degree 
sufficient to ward off bodily harm to themselves. 
C. Adiustment to Disciuline. After the first exclusion, the Principal may have the child and a 
parent attend a conference on school rules. The school may be represented at this conference 
by the Principal or his designee. 
ARTICLE 14 - TEACHING HOURS 
A. Work Day. The parties mutually recognize that the hours specified below are not inclusive of 
the total preparation and study time required of the professional educators specified. 
1. Grade K-6 classroom, Speech, Reading, and Mathematics Teachers (K-4). 
a. The workday shall be 6 hours and 50 minutes in length, inclusive of lunch, with no more 
than 4 hours and 50 minutes of class contact time. Administrative duty assignments shall 
follow past practices. Other available time shall be used, as in the past, for extra-help, parent 
conferences, conferences with other professionals (including administration), and preparation. 
Meetings requiring teacher attendance before school, after school, during lunch time, or during 
preparation time will not be excessive. (Elementary teachers assigned to the Middle School 
will have the same length school day as secondary teachers.) 
b. Teachers shall arrive at least 20 minutes prior to pupil attendance time and will remain at 
least 10 minutes after pupil dismissal (providing it does not interfere with duty schedules). 
c. The classroom day shall begin as close to 8:45 a.m. as transportation arrangements (such as 
coordination with the secondary schools) will allow. All elementary schools will be on the 
same schedule. . 
d. The lunch period of not less than 45 minutes shall be duty-free and shall be scheduled at the 
same time as the students' lunchhecess. No teacher shall be required to schedule parent 
conferences or to receive unscheduled phone calls except in emergencies. 
e. Daily preparation periods of 45 consecutive minutes will be provided whenever possible. 
2. Grade K-8 Art, Music, Physical Education, and Library Teachers (Specials) 
a. The workday shzill be 6 hours and 50 minutes in length, inclusive of lunch, with no more 
than 4 hours and 30 minutes of class contact time including administrative and supervisory 
assignments. Other available time shall be used, as in the past, for extra-help, parent 
conferences, conferences with other professionals (including administration), and preparation. 
Meetings requiring teacher attendance before school, after school, during lunch time. or during 
preparation time will not be excessive. 
b. Teachers shall arrive at least 20 minutes prior to pupil attendance time and will remain at 
least 10 minutes after pupil dismissal (providing it does not interfere with duty schedules). 
c. The lunch period of not less than 45 minutes. shall be duty-free and shall be scheduled 
between 1 1 :00 a.m. and 1.00 p.m. No teacher shall be required to schedule parent conferences 
or to receive unscheduled phone calls except in emergencies. 
d. Daily preparation periods of 45 minutes will be provided in units of not less than 10 minutes. 
3. Counselors, Psychologists, Social Workers, Speech Teachers, and Librarians. 
a. The workday shall be 7 hours and 5 minutes in length, inclusive of lunch, during which time 
the named professionals will be involved with class presentations, group presentations, 
individual conferencing and ' instruction, parent conferences, conferences with other 
professionals (including administration), preparation, and non-duty periods of reasonable 
duration scheduled in consultation with the principal(s). 
b. The District may extend the workday should it wish to institute a nine-period day without 
regard to the starting time for homeroom (orthe first class) or ending time of the last class so 
long as the student day is not extended by more than 5 or 10 minutes, approximately. - 
c. Teachers shall arrive at least 30 minutes prior to pupil attendance time and will remain 20 
minutes after pupil dismissal (providing it does not interfere with duty schedules). 
d. The lunch period of not less than 45 minutes shall be duty free and shall be scheduled 
between 1 1:00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m. 
4. Other Secondary Teachers (7-12). 
a. The workday shall be 7 hours and 5 minutes in length, inclusive of lunch, with no more than 
4 hours and 45 minutes of student contact time in classes, homeroom, study halls and other 
supervisory assignments, subject to the limitations further specified. Other available time shall 
be used, as in the past, for extra-help, parent conferences, conferences with other professionals 
(including administration), and preparation. 
b. The District may extend the workday should it wish to institute a nine-period day without 
regard to the starting time for homeroom (or the first class) or ending times of the last class so 
long as the student day is not extended by more than 5 or 10 minutes, approximately. 
c. Teachers shall arrive at least 30 minutes prior to pupil attendance time and will remain 20 
minutes after pupil dismissal (providing it does not interfere with duty schedules). 
d. The lunch period shall be one teaching period in length, duty-free, and coincide with student 
lunch periods. 
e. Teachers will be scheduled for no more than six periods of instruction and/or supervision on 
any one day except as provided otherwise below. One of a teacher's six assignments shall be 
non-instructional except as provided below. 
I. The teaching"load of secondary school science teachers may be extended to 26 periods 
per week provided that teachers so scheduled shall be assigned no more than 3-112 
supervisory periods per week (7 such periods in a two-week schedule). 
2. Teachers may volunteer for a seventh assignment in lieu of a preparation or lunch 
period. In such cases, the compensation for teaching an additional class shall be one- 
sixth of the M.A. step 7 rate if such service is for the entire school year. (The daily rate 
is 11200 of this.) The compensation for lunchroom supervision shall be at the rate 
specified in appendix D,6. 
f. Special teachers (art, music, library, physical education) may be assigned to a six periods of 
instruction per day. Such assignment shall be in lieu of five instructional periods and one 
supervisory period. 
g. The number of preparations, whenever possible, shall not exceed three unless it is the 
teacher's preference. For purposes of this subsection, different subjects and grade levels and 
different groupings within the same grade level, shall be considered as different preparations. 
h. Each teacher shall have a period of hisher daily schedule identified as a preparation period. 
5. When assignment of a teacher is to multiple buildings on the same day of the week, 
principals will attempt to make accommodations in the teachers's total schedule to mitigate the 
affect of travel between buildings. 
6 .  Variation in The Work Dav. It is recognized by both parties that not all details of schedules 
can be specified. This is especially true of teachers whose work day takes them into both 
elementary and secondary schools (e.g., instrumental music teachers) and of elementary 
teachers assigned to a primarily secondary building (e.g. sixth grade teachers assigned to the 
middle school). In such cases, the work day and schedules will be developed which are in the 
best interest of the instructional program, students, and staff and will be subject to the joint 
approval of the Superintendent of Schools and the President of U.T.I.T. 
It is also recognized that variations in schedule will occur from time to time due to special 
programs which are presented or developed. Programs which are cooperatively developed by 
staff and/or supervisors are to be submitted to the President of the U.T.I.T. and the 
Superintendent of Schools for joint approval. 
B. Release Time for U.T.I.T. Because of liaison duties, the U.T.I.T. president and two vice- 
presidents will not be assigned to non-instructional duties. 
C. Obtaining Substitutes. If a teacher is unable to be at work he should communicate that fact to 
the appropriate person in time to allow for the securing of a substitute. Whenever possible the 
person securing substitutes should be notified the day or evening before an absence. A detailed 
program of work for the day should be available and so arranged that the substitute can proceed 
with the regular day's program. 
C. School Calendar. The U.T.I.T. shall be consulted in developing the school calendar for each 
year. The Union shall be notified when discussion of the calendar commences. 
D. Teachers are authorized to leave the school building in which they are employed during their 
lunch period. 
F. Mandatorv Extended Work Year. Those staff members (counselors. chairmen, lead teachers, 
psychologists) required to work during the summer shall be compensated at the rate of 11200 of 
the M.A. step one base salary for the new school year for each full day of service. The hourly 
rate for service less than a full day shall be 117 of the daily rate. Notification that such work 
will be required must be given to the staff member concerned not later than April 15. 
G. Parent Conferences. In addition to Back-to-School night, all teachers shall take part in a parent 
conference day in lieu of regular teaching duties. In the fall there shall be one parent conference 
day which shall begin at 2:00 and end at 9:00 p.m., (1 :00 to 8:00 p.m. at the elementary schools) 
inclusive of a one-hour dinner break. At the elementary level, teachers,will be released from 
regular duties for two additional half-days for parent conferences. 
H. Class makeu~.  Principals will consult with elementary teachers regarding class groups. 
I. Student Transfers. Students will not be transferred from one class to another after the first 
eight meetings of  the class without consultation between the principal and the two classroom 
teachers involved with the transferring student. 
J. Classroom teachers in grades k-4 will be released from teaching assignments for two half-days 
after June 1" of each year to permit them to complete their end-of-year responsibilities. 
ARTICLE 15 - TEXTBOOKS 
A. The Board will provide sufficient textbooks to insure that each pupil in a classroom has 
textbooks for his own use. 
B. In choosing a textbook the Board will give serious consideration to recommendations of a 
majority of the classroom teachers who will use it after they have had sufficient opportunity to 
consider alternate choices. 
ARTICLE 16 - SUPPLIES 
A. Adeauate Supplies 
1. Every effort will be made to maintain all office equipment in good operating condition by 
regular preventive maintenance. The Board shall maintain and make necessary arrangements 
for the proper repair and maintenance of all other educational equipment. 
2. Each elementary school shall be equipped with at least one operable copier machine and 
one primary and one regular operable typewriter with paper and supplies for teacher 
instructional use. Such machines will be located as conveniently for teacher use as facilities 
permit 
3. The secondary schools shall be equipped with sufficient duplication equipment and 
typewriters for teacher use. Such machines will be located as conveniently for teacher use as 
facilities permit. 
B. Material and Eaui~ment. Every effort will be made to see that material and equipment will be 
available when needed. 
ARTICLE 17 - TEACHER EVALUATION AND RECORDS 
A. Formal evaluations are a part of the method for evaluating the work performance of a teacher. 
These should be conducted openly and with full knowledge of the teacher. Evaluation 
procedures will be in accordance with the requirements outlined in the plan for Annual 
Professional Performance Review. 
B. Outside Activities. Teacher nun-participation in voluntary extracurricular, community, church, 
club, or social activities shall not be used to evaluate teachers. 
C. Personnel Evaluation Procedure 
1. Prior to recommendation for appointment to tenure, six observations of the actual job 
performance of each probationer shall be performed by qualified supervisors. In addition, in 
order to bmer assess continuity and depth of instruction, during each year of probation one 
observational series shall be conducted of the same class and subject for three consecutive days 
(or instructional meetings in the event the class does not meet daily). Required observations 
shall take place at regular intervals starting with initial employment and must be concluded six 
months prior to the conclusion of the probationary period. In addition to the above 
observations, the designated building principal shall prepare a formal evaluation in narrative 
form of all aspects of each probationer's performance (including but not limited to the findings 
of observations) each January and June (and six months prior to the conclusion of probationary 
periods ending between November 1st and May 1st.) Each evaluation shall conclude with a 
summary of the improvements necessary, if any, to make the teacher's performance fully 
satisfactory. 
2. A minimum 6f one observation of the actual job performance of each tenured professional 
shall be conducted annually by qualified supervisors. In addition to these observations, the 
designated building principal shall prepare a formal evaluation of each tenured professional's 
performance (including but not limited to the findings of observations). Each evaluation shall 
conclude with a summary of the improvements necessary, if any, to make the teacher's 
performance fully satisfactory. 
3. Each of the requiied observations shall be written in a narrative format which shall include 
the following basic data: Name and tenure area(s) of teacher, date(s) of the observation, subject 
of observation, grade level of students, the signature of the teacher (indicating receipt of the 
report, and the signature of the observer (over typed name and title). In addition, there shall be 
a description of the activities observed, a listing of any activities found worthy of 
commendation, and a listing of recommendations for improvement. 
4. Each evaluation shall be written in a narrative format which will include the following basic 
data: name and tenure area(s) of teacher, period of time covered by the evaluation, nature of 
the teacher's assignment during this time, the signature of the evaluator (over typed name and 
title). 
5. Since the primary goal of observation and evaluation of professional staff is the 
improvement of instruction, it is crucial that there is full and complete communication between 
the teacher and the observedevaluator. Accordingly, there shall be a meeting between the 
parties subsequent to each observation and to each evaluation. The obseyer may also require a 
pre-observation conference to establish what the teacher plans to accomplish at the lesson to be 
observed. 
6. The teacher shall have the right to submit hisher written commentary on the content of 
observations and evaluations. These comments will be placed in the teacher's personnel folder 
following review by the principal and superintendent provided they are received within 15 
school days of the teacher's receipt of the documents. 
7. Copies of each observation and evaluation will be supplied to the teacher and to the District 
personnel office. The original will be placed on file in the office of the building principal. 
8. A duplicate of any material placed in a teacher's personnel folder must be presented to the 
teacher at the time the material is added to the folder. The teacher will have the right to submit 
a written response to the material for inclusion in the folder. 
D. Reuort of S~ecial Achievement. Administrators are encouraged to place information of a 
positive nature indicating special competencies, achievements, performances or contributions of 
an academic or professional nature in teacher's files. The teacher will acknowledge that he has 
had the opportunity to review such material by affixing his signature to the copy to be filed. 
E. Revision of Evaluation Procedure. The Board and the U.T.I.T. agree to study teacher evaluation 
and to prepare and submit to the Board, and to the U.T.I.T. for their mutual consideration, a 
revised evaluation procedure. It is hereby agreed that the purpose of an evaluation procedure is 
to strengthen and improve the quality of education in the Island Trees School District. 
ARTICLE 18 - ACADEMIC FREEDOM 
The District's educational program is keyed to the preparation of students for intelligent and 
meaningful participation in a democratic society. The Board and the U.T.I.T. agree that academic 
freedom is essential to tlie fulfillment of this purpose. 
Accordingly, it is agreed that teachers shall have the right to introduce and explore controversial 
material, provided only that the material and the manner in which it is presented are in good taste, 
appropriate to the grade level, and relevant to course content. Every effort will be made to present 
all sides of controversial issues. 
It is understood that any topic not included in the curriculum approved by the Board of Education 
will not be taught. Knowledge of Board approved course content is the responsibility of each staff 
member. 
ARTICLE 19 - THE RIGHT TO PERSONAL PRIVACY 
A. The private and personal life of a teacher is not within the appropriate concern or attention of 
the Board except as it may interfere with the teacher's responsibilities to the relationships with 
students and/or the school system. Teachers will be entitled to full rights of citizenship, and no 
religious or political activities of any teacher outside of school, or the lack thereof, will be 
grounds for any discipline or discrimination with respect to the professional employment of 
such teacher, providing they do not violate the laws of the State of New York or the United 
States. 
B. Teacher pay checks will be placed in envelopes, and distributed by an individual designated by 
the Principal. This distribution will not be made in the classroom. 
C. In agreeing to recognize privacy rights of employees the district assumes the responsibility of 
maintaining the confidentiality of salaries and agrees not to publish salaries of individuals 
without their expressed consent or the consent of the U.T.I.T. 
ARTICLE 20 - SICK LEAVE 
A. Regular Sick Leave. A regularly appointed teacher shall be eligible for sick leave as follows: 
I. Teachers will be allotted ten days each full year of employment for which they may be 
absent without salary deduction. Such days which are not expended at the conclusion of the 
school year shall be added to the sick days available for the succeeding year. There is no limit 
on the number of sick days which may thereby be accumulated. In no circumstances, however, 
shall an employee who provides no professional services in a school year be entitled to the 
allotment of 10 sick and 3 personal days. 
2. A principal may require at his or her discretion a physician's statement after any absence 
due to illness. 
3. The District may require a teacher to submit to a medical examination by a physician or 
psychiatrist of its choice and at its expense. 
4. Tenured teachers who have resigned from the Island Trees School District will, upon 
returning to the system within five (5) years after resignation, be granted previously 
accumulated and unused leave days, up to a maximum of thirty (30) days. 
B. Extended Sick Leave. A regularly appointed teacher who has accumulated 26 or more sick 
days at the onset of an incapacitating illness or injury shall be entitled to absence without salary 
deduction as specified below. The acceptance of an illness or an injury as "incapacitating" shall 
be made by the District medical board and may be terminated by it upon subsequent 
examination. 
1. A teacher, upon exhaustion of an accumulation which is 26 days or greater but less than 60, 
shall be entitled to be absent or an additional equivalent period without loss of salary. For 
example, a teacher has accumulated 30 days of sick pay at the time an injury occurs which 
prevents him or her working for 90 days. For the first sixty days this teacher would continue to 
receive full salary; for the next 30 days, this teacher would receive no salary. 
2. A teacher, upon exhaustion of an accumulation which is 60 days or greater, shall be entitled 
to be absent without loss of salary for an additional period of incapacitation which is the sum of 
60 plus one additional day for each unit of three days accumulated in excess of 60 at the time 
the illness or injury commenced. For example, a teacher has accumulated 180 days of sick pay 
at the time an injury occurs which prevents him or her working for 300 days. This teacher is 
entitled to use his or her own 180 days plus 100 extended sick days (60 plus 120 divided by 3) 
which results in 280 days of absence prior to loss of salary. Thus, only the final 20 days of this 
absence due to injury is without full salary compensation. 
3. A teacher returning from extended sick leave will have no further sick leave for that school 
year. Any further sick leave or extension of extended sick leave, if allowed, will be at the 
discretion of the Superintendent of Schools with the approval of the Board of Education. 
ARTICLE 21 - TEMPORARY LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
Professional employees shall be entitled to the following leaves of absence with pay each school 
year: 
A. Three days of personal leave with no requirement for specifying reasons for such leave. Such 
unused leave will be converted to sick leave at the end of each school year. The proper form 
shall be completed in accordance with procedures now in effect in the school district. 
The parties support the belief that personal days should be taken for personal business which 
may not be scheduled or attended to during non-school time. 
Personal days may not be taken to extend any vacation or holiday. No personal days will be 
granted on the last day of school. 
In the event a personal day is needed for one of the aforementioned days, a personal day request 
form (with reason stated) may be submitted to the Superintendent of Schools who will approve 
the request if it is for an emergency or extenuating circumstances, e.g. court appearance, IRS 
audit, h e r a l ,  etc. 
B. Up to five days in any one year in the event of the death of a member of a teacher's immediate 
family which shall be defined as a mother, father, spouse, children, brother, sister. Up to three 
days shall be allowed for grandparent, grandchild, sister-in-law, brother in-law, mother-in-law 
or father-in-law. One day shall be allowed for the death of a sibling of the teacher's mother or 
father. One day shall be allowed for the death of a niece or nephew (a child of a sibling of the 
teacher). Special cases will be subject to the approval of the Superintendent of Schools. 
C. Time necessary for U.T.I.T. representatives to attend New York State United Teachers, 
National Education Association and/or American Federation of Teachers conventions and 
conferences: three people for two days for convention on instruction; two people for three days 
at New York State United Teachers Convention. Total of twelve days. 
D. One day for two members of the New York State Retirement System to attend a convention. 
E. Leaves taken under the provisions of this Article will be in addition to sick leave and will not be 
deducted from sick leave. In no case will a teacher be required to arrange pay for a substitute. 
F. A teacher taking leave in accordance with this article shall give as much notice as possible. 
ARTICLE 22 - EXTENDED LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
A. Leaves of Absence for Professional U.T.I.T. Officers and Members. The president of the 
U.T.I.T. or any other officer of the U.T.I.T. or any teacher designated by the U.T.I.T., shall, 
upon request, be granted a leave of absence without pay or benefits not to exceed two years. 
Such leave shall be for the purpose of engaging in local, state, or national association activities. 
Upon return from such leave the teacher shall be entitled to a position in the school system 
comparable to the one held prior to leave. He shall be placed on the salary schedule at a 
position equal to the one he would have attained had he remained in the school system. Such 
leave shall be limited to one person at a time. 
B. Exchange Teachers. A leave of absence will be granted to any tenure teacher who serves as an 
exchange teacher. Upon return from such leave a teacher will be placed on the salary schedule 
at the level he would have achieved had he remained actively employed in the school system 
during the period of his absence. up to a maximum of two years. 
C. Child Care 
1. Written Ao~lication and Notice. A leave of absence for child care may be granted without 
pay for a period of up to two years upon written application by the employee no less than three 
months prior to the intended date for the commencement of such leave. 
2. Return to Position. A teacher may return from child care leave at any date coinciding with 
the reopening of a school year, providing a statement from a physician is provided certifying 
fitness for duty. Any request for an extension of the leave of absence based on actual physical 
disability should be made by the employee as soon as possible prior to expected date of return. 
The employer may require a written certification from its own physician respecting the 
employee's capability of returning to employment. 
D. Personal Leave Without Pav. A leave of  absence without pay or increment may be granted to 
teachers in cases of special need, if recommended by the Superintendent and approved by the 
Board. 
E. Peace Corns, Vista. Teachers' Corps. Job Corns. A leave of absence of up to two years, 
commencing on September 1, shall be granted to any tenured teacher, upon application, for the 
purpose of joining the Peace Corps, Vista, Teachers' Corps or Job Corps as a full time 
participant in such programs. 
F. Resumption of Benefits After Leave. All benefits accrued by a teacher before his leave of 
absence, including unused accumulated sick leave and credit toward sabbatical eligibility, will 
be restored upon his return. Upon return from leave the teacher shall be entitled to a position in 
the Island Trees School District comparable to the one held prior to the leave. 
G. Termination Pay. Upon termination of service, a teacher with three or more ye? of service 
shall receive one day's pay for each three days of unused sick leave and personal leave. 
Computation of additional salary shall be as follows: 111 80th of the teacher's final base salary 
multiplied by the number of unused and accumulated sick and personal days divided by three. 
Persons who submit resignations to the District prior to February 1 in any calendar year to be 
effective at the end of the academic year will be assured of receiving termination pay by the end 
of June. Persons not providing such notice who resign at the end of the academic year will 
receive monies due to them no later than December 31 of the calendar year with the 
understanding that the payment will be made as soon as funds are available and the payment 
approved and processed: 
The right to termination pay will be forfeited if a teacher on a leave of absence submits a 
resignation from service subsequent to April 15. The right to termination pay will be forfeited 
by a teacher on active service (at the end of an academic year) who submits a resignation 
subsequent to August 1 to be effective for the new school year. In no event will termination 
pay be paid to teachers who provide less than 30 days notice of their intent to resign except for 
verifiable sudden, serious illness or injury. 
H. Extension of Leave. All request and grants of leave or extension of leave shall be in writing. 
I. Replacements. Persons hired to replace teachers on leave of absence shall be informed of their 
status at the time interviewed for the position. 
J. Substitute Teachers. All positions requiring the employment of substitutes will be filled by 
personnel who have met the State certification requirements. If a certified substitute teacher is 
unavailable, such position may be filled by the best qualified personnel available. 
ARTICLE 23 - SABBATICAL LEAVES 
Any teacher or certified employee of the Island Trees Public Schools may apply for sabbatical 
leave. Such leave will be considered on the basis of any one or more of four possible purposes: (1) 
Study of a professional nature. Such graduate study shall maintain a minimum of 12 points a 
semester. (2) Travel which will contribute to the professional value of the applicant. (3) Health 
conditions which require special consideration. (4) Reasons not covered above but which are 
acceptable to the Superintendent of Schools and the Board of Education. 
Any eligible employee may apply for sabbatical leave upon the completion of seven years of 
continuous service in the Island Trees Public Schools, and every seven years thereafter. In 
considering applications the Board of Education will take into consideration such matters as merit, 
seniority, and potential for future professional growth. The Board reserves complete discretion in 
determining whether to accept any application. 
Applications may be made on the forms available in the office of the ~u~krintendent  of Schools. 
The completed forms of application must be in the office of the Superintendent of Schools by 
March 1st. preceding the school ye& during which the sabbatical leave will take place. 
In the event of a request for sabbatical leave due to health reasons some special consideration may 
be given to the application. The time for which the leave is granted may vary from that stated 
above, or the requirement of March 1st. as the final date of application may be waived. Sabbatical 
leave may be granted for either one-half year or one full year provided that not more than 4% of the 
entire staff be granted sabbatical leave in any one year. When applying, the applicant will state his 
or her intention of returning to the Island Trees Public School system for at least two years 
subsequent to the time of return from sabbatical leave. A person on sabbatical leave shall receive 
one-half of the basic salary which she or he would have received if teaching. 
The applicant shall file with the application documented evidence that the proposed time to be 
granted will have value. In the case of further study this would involve an acceptance by the 
college which the applicant will attend. In the case of travel it will consist of a proposed itinerary 
together with comments indicating what educational values will be sought on the trip. In the event 
of a health request, the doctor's certificate will be required. 
Teachers on sabbatical leave may not receive additional compensation for work during the school 
year except upon approval of the Board of Education. Teachers on such leave are considered to be 
in the employment of the Board of Education of the Island Trees Public Schools and the time thus 
spent counts as regular service toward retirement and salary increments. Such absence shall be 
taken without prejudice to the teacher's tenure rights. Such leave once granted may not be 
terminated before the date of expiration. 
ARTICLE 24 - USE OF SCHOOL FACILITIES 
A. Use of Buildings. The U.T.I.T. may use school buildings without cost at reasonable times of 
any day or evening for its meetings and other business provided that such use will not conflict 
wi th  previously scheduled school events. Requests for use of the Buildings will be made to the 
principal in advance. Such notice shall be given not later than the close of school on the date of 
any such meeting. 
B. Faculty Bulletin Boards for U.T.I.T. Use. There will be faculty bulletin boards in each school 
building in the school system for the exclusive use of the U.T.I.T. At least one faculty bulletin 
board will be installed in each new building at a location to be agreed upon. 
C. Use of Interschool Mail and Mailboxes. The Board shall permit the U.T.I.T. the use of 
mailboxes for distribution of U.T.I.T. business communications without submission to principal 
et.al. However, all such communications shall be signed by an officer of the U.T.I.T. 
All recognized teacher organizations shall have the same privileges in using intermail facilities 
and faculty mailboxes as is extended to the U.T.I.T. as described in the above. It is understood 
also that all such communications shall be signed by an officer of the organizer. 
ARTICLE 25 - SPECIAL GROUPS 
A. Summer School 
1. Each summer school teacher who has accumulated sick days as specified in Article 21 shall 
be allowed the use of one day of such accumulation during the secondary summer session. 
2. Upon completion of seven (7) years of summer teaching, the summer school teacher shall 
be granted leave without pay and retain seniority. 
3. Summer school teachers shall be paid according to Appendix D, 5. 
4. Librarians employed for summer school will be guaranteed 90 hours of employment at the 
rate of pay specified in Appendix D, 6. 
B. Instmctional Leadershiv. In order to provide leadership and supervision for the instmctional 
program, the Board will make annual appointments of members of the teaching unit to chairperson, 
lead teacher, and dean of student positions. 
1. The number of leadership positions which the District fills each year will be not less than 
twelve. A posting of these positions and any additional Chairperson, Lead Teacher, or Dean 
positions which the District anticipates staffing for the ensuing school year will be posted by 
April 15th. Applications will be accepted annually until May 1st with successful candidates 
notified by June 1st. Except for existing positions and for openings on the occasion of a 
resignation, positions will be at a single site. 
2. The stipend for performing additional duties required will be specified in Appendix D, 1. 
3. The maximum number of teaching assignments which may be assigned to a chairperson will 
be a function of the number of teachers to be supervised (full-time equivalency). 
Number of Max. Number of 
TeacherdFTE) Teaching Assignments 
3.9 or less 4 
4.0 or more 3 
Not withstanding the above, a chairperson who must be assigned to teaching periods in excess 
of this number due to scheduling needs will be paid at the M.A. Step 7 rate divided by six. 
4. Unless no other reasonable alternative exists, chairpersons and deans shall not be assigned to 
homeroom, cafeteria, or study hall supervision. 
C. Library 
1. The only restriction on the availability of libraries to students shall be curtailment of class 
visits for a short period of time at the beginning of the school year, as determined by the 
librarian and principal. 
2. Elementary librarians shall have the right to advise on scheduling of class visits (to afford 
better planning for grade-level classes, some flexible scheduling for individual and small 
groups, and over-all better administration of libraries). 
D. Administrative Aides Released Time. Administrative Aides on the secondary level shall teach 
no more than two periods per day. 
ARTICLE 26 - CONFERENCES 
The professional staff will be eligible to attend conferences, when funds are available, upon 
submission of the proper forms subject to Board approval. 
ARTICLE 27 - MISCELLANEOUS 
A. Reerisals Prohibited. There will be no reprisals of any kind taken against any teacher by 
reason of his membership in the U.T.I.T. andor participation in any of its legitimate activities. 
B. Time for Grievance Process in~  When it is necessary, pursuant to the Grievance Procedure, for 
a Building Representative, or other representative designated by the U.T.I.T., to investigate a 
grievance or attend a grievance meeting or hearing, said representative will be released without 
loss of pay as necessary in order to permit participation in the foregoing activities. Any teacher 
whose appearance in such investigations, meetings, or hearings as a witness will be accorded 
the same right. The U.T.I.T. agrees that these rights will not be abused. 
C. C o ~ i e s  of Policies, Rules and Minutes. The U.T.I.T. will be provided with six copies of the 
Board's personnel policies and Rules and Regulations. 
Any change in policy affecting teachers shall be the first items on the agenda of negotiations 
and it shall be endeavored to resolve these items before further negotiations. 
The Board of Education agrees to provide the U.T.I.T. with six copies of the minutes of all 
regularly scheduled meetings of the Board within thirty-five days of the meeting. 
D. Coeies of Agreement. The District agrees to print the contract in booklet form for distribution 
to every teacher. In addition, ten extra copies shall be provided to the Union. Sufficient 
booklets will be kept on hand in the Superintendent's office to provide a copy to every new 
teacher. 
E. Final Pay Check. Final pay checks for the school year will be issued on the day that report 
cards are issued on the final day of exam week. 
F. Saving Clause. If any part of the contract is ruled illegal by the final decision of a court, or 
administrative board of competent jurisdiction, the parties should meet promptly to re-negotiate 
the portions of the agreement ruled illegal. All other provisions shall continue in full force and 
effect. 
G. Federally Funded Promam. Salaries paid to staff members for Federally Funded Programs 
shall be at least equivalent to salaries paid to similar types of District sponsored programs. 
ARTICLE 28 - WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
Professional personnel are covered by Workers' Compensation as governed by the State of New 
York. For persons who are injured in the line of duty, this plan provides for limited payment for 
the medical costs and for loss of wages which occur because of such injury. 
Persons who are injured on the job will have full access to their personal accumulation of sick days 
in order that they will not suffer financial hardship to the extent that such accumulation provides for 
salary continuation. Should the employee submit a claim for "Temporary Disability" with NYS 
Workers' Compensation and receive reimbursement, all such h d s  must be returned to the District. 
Upon receipt of such funds, the District will adjust the sick leave accumulation according to the 
following formula: Dollar amount of reimbursement divided by the person's per diem (contract 
salary divided by 200) equals the number of days (rounded to the nearest whole number) to be 
restored to the person's sick leave accumulation. 
Payments from Workers' Compensation for permanent disability (partial or full) will be retained by 
the recipient and the district will not make any restoration of sick leave deductions which may have 
been made. 
ARTICLE 29 - FRINGE BENEFITS 
All existing fringe and pay benefits and programs, such as health insurance and life insurance, shall 
be continued in full force and effect during the life of the agreement except as modified by 
provisions of this contract as follows: 
A. Health Insurance. Employees may elect from the available NYS insurance plan provided they 
agree to pay 15% of the cost of such insurance. The District agrees that it will arrange, upon 
request. for the payment of the employee's share of health insurance premiums from pre-tax 
earnings to the extent and as permitted by law. 
B. Welfare Fund. A Welfare Fund has been established by the U.T.I.T. for the purpose of 
providing various benefit programs for the members of the bargaining unit and for the 
administrative unit. The Board will contribute $600 per member of the unit in 2004-05 with 
50% payable on July 1, 2004, and 50% upon receipt of the auditor's report. The payment per 
member shall increase to $625 in 2005-06, and $650 in 2006-07 and will be payable on the 
same basis. In the event of a dispute over the numbers of teachers and teaching assistants in 
any given year, the numbers in the BEDS report each year will be binding. 
It is hereby understood and agreed that the sole and exclusive obligation of the school district 
shall be to make the contributions set forth above. The school district shall not be deemed to be 
an employee benefit plan sponsor or a fiduciary nor shall any member of the Board of 
Education be so regarded. The school district shall have no role in the governance or the 
administration of the Fund. Compliance with applicable law or regulation respecting the 
administration of the Fund shall be the exclusive obligation of the U.T.I.T. or its duly elected or 
appointed representatives. The U.T.I.T. hereby agrees fully to indemnify the District and hold 
it harmless from any claims, legal or equitable, made by any person or entity against the school 
district or the Board of Education which arise out of or which relate to this provision. 
C. Credit Union. The District agrees to establish a relationship with the Nassau Educators Federal 
Credit Union to which employees can contribute through payroll deduction. The Board of 
Education shall be held safe and harmless by the U.T.I.T. in connection with disputes over 
authorization of payroll deductions. 
D. U.S. Savings Bonds. The District agrees to establish a relationship with the Department of the 
Treasury which will allow employees to purchase U.S. Savings Bonds through payroll 
deduction provided that 10 or more employees elect to participate in such plan for a fiscal year. 
The Board of Education shall be held safe and harmless by the U.T.I.T. in connection with 
disputes over authorization of payroll deductions. 
E. Tax Sheltered Annuities. The District agrees to continue a relationship with the funds currently 
under contract and to establish additional relationships provided that 10 or more employees 
elect to participate in such plan(s) for a fiscal year. The Board of Education shall be held safe 
and harmless by the U.T.I.T. in connection with disputes over authorization of payroll 
deductions. 
F. Longevity Pay. Teachers with 10 or more years of service in Island Trees will receive the 
amount specified below provided they are on the 16"' or higher step on the salary schedule. The 
payment specified will be made on the first payroll in December in each year. Upon initially 
qualifying for longevity. teacher will continue to receive the payment specified each year until 
service with the district ends. The payment is not intended for persons who do not complete a 
full year of service. Persons leaving district service prior to the conclusion of a school year will 
not receive the payment or will have the payment deducted from salary due to them. 
ARTICLE 30 - CLASS SIZE 
The Board will attempt to adhere to the following class sizes: 
a. Elementary K-3 24 students 
b. Elementary 4-6 28 students 
c. Junior High School 29 students 
d. Senior High School 29 students 
Conformity to said average class size shall be determined by dividing the number of students in the 
grades contained in either a, b, c, or d with the number of teachers in such grades. Such size to be 
determined at the time of register closing. The following subjects shall not be reduced to the extent 
that they are no longer of educational value. The subjects shall be defined exclusively as follows: 
Art, music, physical education, home economics, industrial arts, business, speech, guidance, 
reading, special classes & learning disabilities classes, health and psychologists, library. 
ARTICLE 31 - PART-TIME PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES 
A. Professional positions which are 50% or more and covered by the terms of this Agreement shall 
not be contracted out. Lesser part-time positions may be contracted as provided elsewhere in 
this article with the express provision that duties performed by such contractors shall not take 
place on school premises. Professional staff working on school premises shall be hired under 
the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
B. Part-time teachers shall be assigned to teaching, preparation, consultation, and other duties 
consistent with their employment percentage. The daily schedule of such teacher shall be 
proportionate to their employment percentage. 
The entitlements of a part-time teacher are as follows: 
1. Ten sick days (of whatever length workday is assigned) 
2. Three personal days (of whatever length workday is assigned) 
3. Medical, dental, and life insurance coverage to the same extent and subject to the same 
conditions as provided to full-time employees. 
4. The appropriate percentage of the extended sick leave allowance. 
5. The appropriate percentage of annual salary derived from the appropriate placement on line 
and step of teacher salary schedule. 
6. Retirement system contribution by the District as required by law. 
C. Compensation for teachers teaching one day per week: 
1. 11200th of M.A. - First step for every day worked 
2. Social Security 
3. Retirement 
4. Lunch period 
5. Prep time whenever possible in accordance with the existing contract 
6. One sick day per year 
7. No holidays 
D. The District shall notify the U.T.I.T. of any professional position of any nature which is open or 
vacant as soon as possib1.e but no later than three (3) days prior to the posting of the position. 
Notice shall be accompanied by a job description and job specification. This practice is to be 
followed throughout the year. 
E. The name and job description of any new professional staff member, regardless of finding 
source, shall be provided to the U.T.I.T. within one week of employment. 
F. In assigning professional part-time duties off the school premises, the District will proceed as 
follows: 
1. The assignment will be offered first to qualified professional employees of the District. In 
determining qualifications, the District shall not be arbitrary, capricious, or discriminatory. 
2. If no qualified professional employed by the District accepts the assignment, the District will 
endeavor to hire directly fiom outside the District. 
3. If the positiod cannot be filled by the above steps, the District and the U.T.I.T. shall meet to 
consummate an agreement concerning the hiring of the services of an outside contractor. 
ARTICLE 32 - SALARY AGREEMENT 
A Each step of the salary schedules and other payments specified in Appendix A, B, and D will be 
increased by the following percentages: 2004-2005 - 3%; 2005-2006 - 3.5%; 2006-2007 - 
4.0% 
B. Each column of the'teacher salary schedule shall have step one through 25 inclusive. Teachers 
will move one step each year, except as provided elsewhere, following initial appointment. 
ARTICLE 33 - LEGISLATIVE ACTION 
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this agreement requiring legislative 
action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing the additional funds 
therefore, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval. 
ARTICLE 34 - LENGTH OF AGREEMENT 
This agreement shall be effective from July 1,2004 through June 30,2007 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
ISLAND TREES UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
TOWN OF HEMPSTEAD 
Date 
Date 7 / / 3 / O r  
UNITED TEACHERS OF ISLAND TREES 
AFLJCIO LOCAL UNION 1846 
LEVITTOWN, NEW YORK 11756 
APPENDIX A 
ATHLETIC COACHING SALARY SCHEDULE 
Coaches in their first year in that sport shall receive 85% of the following entitlement; 
in their second year, 90%; in their third year, 95%; and in their fourth year or more, 100%. 
SPORT 
Badminton 
Baseball 
Basketball 
Bowling 
Cheerleaders 
Cmss Country 
Football 
Lacmsse 
Soccer 
TEAM 
LEVEL 
Vars 
Van 
Van 
JV 
MS 
Vars 
JV 
MS 
Vars 
8JV 
Van 
JV 
Van 
Vars 
Vars 
JV 
JV 
MS 
MS 
Vars 
Vars 
JV 
MS 
MS 
Van 
Vars 
JV 
MS 
COACH 
LEVEL 
Head 
Head 
Asst 
Head 
Huad 
Head 
Hsad 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Asst 
Head 
Asst 
Head 
Asst 
Head 
Asst 
Head 
Head 
Asst 
Head 
Asst 
Head 
Head 
SPORT 
Softball 
Track 
Volleyball 
Wrestling 
TEAM 
LEVEL 
Vars 
JV 
MS 
Va rs 
MS 
MS 
Van 
JV 
MS 
Vars 
JV 
MS 
MS 
COACH 
LEVEL 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Asst 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Asst 
0445 
MAX 
-
5724 
4009 
3434 
5801 
3480 
2900 
5336 
3737 
3202 
6624 
4636 
3973 
3312 
0607 
MAX 
-
6161 
4315 
3696 
6244 
3746 
3122 
5744 
4023 
3447 
7130 
4990 
4276 
3565 
APPENDIX B 
EXTRACURRICULAR ADVISOR SALARY SCHEDULE 
On or before each June 1, a list shall be posted in each building of the clubs and activities that 
are anticipated to be active in the subsequent year. The purpose of this is to alert staff to 
advisor opportunities and maximum compensation therefore. This posting shall include the 
maximum hours allotted to each Class A advisor which, however, is subject to review upon the 
joint request of the individual applicant and the U.T.I.T. representative. The final determination 
of hours is at the sole discretion of the Board. 
Class A Advisors 
These persons shall be paid at the hourly rate specified below upon submission of approved 
time sheets. Such work must be outside the normal student contact work day of the teacher in 
order to be claimed. 
Class B Advisors 
These pemns shall be paid the flat amount specified for all duties performed in conjunction 
with the assignment during one year. Such work must be outside the normal student contact 
work day of the teacher in~order to be claimed. 
Dramatics Production 
Head, per production 
Ass't, per production 
Audio-visual 
School Store 
Student Finance 
Newspaper, per issue 
Yearbook, (exc. Photo) 
Literary Magazine 
Student Council 
Freshman Class Advisor 
Sophomore Class Advisor 
Junior Class Advisor 
Senior Class Advisor 
Sportsnight 
Head 
Assistant 
Middle School High School 
04-05 05-06 06-07 04-05 05-06 0607 
--- ---
1. Chairperson per year 
Lead Teacher per year 
APPENDIX D 
OTHER PAYMENTS FOR ADDITIONAL DUTY 
2. Recreation 8 intramurals per hr. 
(instruction 8 supervision) 
3. Chaperones 8 Athletic Event 
Supervision per event 
a. Events commencing prior 
to 4:30 pm, school days 
b. all other events 
(Should a person supervise two events commencing after 430 pm, one shall be paid 
at the higher rate and one at the lower rate; 3 events, one at the higher rate.) 
4. Home Teaching 
a. 1st hr. of tutoring the same 
student on one day 
b. 2nd hr. of tutoring the same 
student on one day 
5. Summer Employment, per. . . 
a. 25 3-hr elementary school 2697 2791 2903 
b. 32 3-hr secondary school 3705 3835 3988 
(Subject to proration for number or length of sessions.) 
6. Other additional approved duties not 
specified elsewhere in this contract 
(excluding adult education and Saturday 
recreation), per hour 

